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“Park Soon-ho dancing the dances of their village, to 
dance in the world. With notorious international 
inclination, "Balance & Imbalance" and "Pattern & 
Variable" combine Eastern and Western cultural elements, 
a unique result moves the viewer through movements 
and sounds, and even concepts, unusual in this region of 
the planet.”  

– Ana Rosa Rodriguez, Uruguay 
 

The Dance Company of Korea Bereishit in Zavala Muniz 
showed a dual program, Pattern & Variable and Balance 
and Imbalance. In both there is a deep and conscious 
labor movement research and the relationship of dance 
with the Eastern tradition in martial arts, with its 
management decanted work on each other's bodies. 
Béjart in the sixties had started with that line, which then 
expanded and brought enormous findings as contact 
improvisation. The Korean group, under the direction of 
Park Soon-ho, shows this relationship as revisited, with 
the skill and precision that Asians have become part of 
its character and with great respect to ancient cultural 
traditions. The cast achieves a very high level of 

technical perfection and continuity of movement, incorporating one of his traditional 
instruments and music sung and performative forms that make up a whole high quality. - 
Walter Veneziani, <Brecha> 

 
“Young Korean artist is in meditation and dancing in flicker movement. Eastern dance art, PARK 
Soon-ho transmit the astonishing stimulation. He shows us that far-eastern dance can be 
sensitive, expressive and significantly featured.”             

- Franz Schubert, Germany 

 
“Thrilling dancer PARK Soon-ho touches us with fascinating Korean tradition.” His amazing 
performance finds out calmness from the lost space. Soon-Ho‟s performance is unforgettable 
and impressive enough to make us hesitate what to choose between Ray Charles or Baroque 
string music”    

- Gesa Polert, Rheinische Post, Germany  

 
“He is amazing to show us what is contemporary Korean dance and what is his own 
contemporary and he is now a big star in Zaragoza”  

- Natividad Buil Franco, the artistic director of Zaragoza Trayectos 
 
“He has an amazing sensitivity towards space and rhythm; as well as meticulous attention to 
details and precision. His choreographies are delivered with kinesthetic clarity and power; and 
always, intentionally or unintentionally, manifest the cultural synergy in contemporary Korea. 
Soon-ho has had a lot of encounters with contemporary dance in the western world”.  

- KWONG Wi-lap, the former artistic director of Gwangdong Modern Dance Festival 
 
“What distinguishes him from others is the way of his approaching to the traditional culture 
from the contemporary view to touch the Korean‟s universe sentiment of today. He puts focus 
on keeping the fundamental value of things, not simply borrowing or transforming them. This 
way of his working may be an alternative to the dance productions, which sometimes are too 
abstract or serious. PARK Soon-ho is a choreographer, having both sincerity and artistic values.” 

- LEE Jong-Ho, the dance critic and the artistic director of SIDance 
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PARK Soon-ho 
 

 
Choreographer and Dancer 

Represent of Bereishit Dance Company 
 
 
Graduating from Han-sung University and its Graduate school in Korea, he completed a 

Choreographers‟ course of EDDC European Dance Development Center in Netherlands. He 

participated in many projects such as PACT Zollverein Atelier in Germany, as well as the 

performances including The Anatomy of Extreme with Arepo Group and more. He invited with 

his choreography Point to the theater Winterthur and return to Korea in 2004. From his return 

he creates and participates in SIDance, Modafe and various events Also he participated in 

Caused by Economy with choreographed by Yamasaki Kota as a dancer. And he choreographed 

Life Force for the 1st PAMS and re-worked it for the 3rd Digital Dance Festival and it was invited 

to the Festival Asia in Spain. His recent works are appreciating by many international festivals 

as Dies de Dansa, Trayectos Zaragoza, Lekuz Leku festival, Contemporary Dance Festival in 

Poland as well as contemporary dance festival in UNAM, Mexico, U.K. and this is extending to 

India, Brazil, Uruguay, Canada, Israel, Russia and other countries and even to African countries. 

His works covey the various images in the space, which are originated in the relation between 

nature and people. Focusing on the origin of the movements, he has shown his interest about 

that every subject has two different ends in itself. The critic Mark Ben from Netherlands 

referred him as transmitting „the astonishing stimulation‟.  

Recently he received the best choreography award from The Korean Dance Researchers and 

Critics Association as well as ChangMu 

Arts Center.  
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PARK Soon-ho is … 
 

PARK Soon-ho, who studied the contemporary dance at the Hansung University in Seoul, Korea, actively 
worked as a professional dancer from 1992 to 2001. After then, he continued to study choreography at 
the Arnhem EDDC European Dance Development Center in Netherlands and developed his choreography 
works, trying diverse experiments through his solo or trio works. He participated in many projects as a 
dancer in Netherlands, German and other European countries since 2003, and was chosen as the New 
Choreographer by the PACT – Zollverein German in the same year.  
 

PARK Soon-ho has shown various works and projects with other-genre artists such as installation artists, 
media artists and musicians, including the collaboration work with Giga Hizume, who is the director of Sal 
Vanilla, the multimedia and live performance group in Japan. He received the grant for the new artist 
from the Arts Council Korea, and received awards including The Choreography Award of the Year (by the 
Performing Arts and Film Review) and The New Choreographer‟s Award (by the International Modern 
Dance Festival) in 2009, proving his talent as a choreographer.  
 

He was invited as the choreographer to the Asia-Africa Dance Exchange program of the SIDance (Seoul 
International Dance Festival) 2008, and participated in the international residence program as a program 
director, which is organized by the Contemporary Dance Association of Korea, in 2009 and 2010. In this 
program, he tried many experiments, such as the reinforcement of research and the change of 
production methods with the multi-national and multi-genre artists, not only of dancers but also of media 
artists, musicians, installation artists and so on.  
 

He organized the project company PARK SOON HO Dance Project and was invited to perform at the 
opening night of the Festival Asia in Barcelona, Spain in 2007. Since then, this project company has been 
widely invited to many countries like Spain, Poland, Swiss, Mexico and more.  
 

He participated in the „Hello Project‟, which is the Australia-Korea live public dance and screen project, 
with the Australian choreographer Rebecca Hilton. Since 2004, he has been working very actively not 
only as a choreographer but also as a teacher. He is currently teaching the contemporary dance 
techniques and choreography at the 5 universities in Korea.   
 

What distinguishes him from others is the way of his approaching to the traditional culture from the 
contemporary view to touch the Korean‟s universe sentiment of today. He puts focus on keeping the 
fundamental value of things, not simply borrowing or transforming them. This way of his working may be 
an alternative to the dance productions, which sometimes are too abstract or serious.  
 

Not using the music as a tool in his dance works, he takes itself as the visual movement or bodily rhythm. 
Believing that the sound can touch the heart, expressing the sound as movement and seizing the subtle 
bodily rhythm in the works, he is the choreographer who makes the eyes and ears of the audience open 
and makes them share all the sentiments on stage.  
 

He says that he feels himself like standing at the crossroads, neither in the center nor in the periphery. 
His future tasks will focus on creating his unique and original works, which are full with the issues like 
identity and transformation; tradition and contemporaneity.  
 

PARK Soon-ho is a choreographer, having both sincerity and artistic values.  
By LEE Jong-Ho, the dance critic and the artistic director of SIDance, 2011 

 

As Program Director of Guangdong Modern Dance Festival, I visited Korea to look for promising young 

choreographers for my festival in China, attending showcases and performances by Korean 
choreographers at the Modern Dance Festival of Korea (MODAFE), Seoul International Dance Festival 

(SIDance), Performing Arts Market Seoul (PAMS), Busan International Dance Festival and the recent 
Pocket Dance Festival at M Theatre Seoul.  

Among all the talented young choreographers I have seen, Mr. Park has stood out to be one of the most 

promising.    
 

Mr. Park‟s creations have been consistently and increasingly inspiring.  
He has an amazing sensitivity towards space and rhythm; as well as meticulous attention to details and 

precision. His choreographies are delivered with kinesthetic clarity and power; and always, intentionally 
or unintentionally, manifest the cultural synergy in contemporary Korea. Soon-ho has had a lot of 

encounters with contemporary dance in the western world.  
By KWONG Wi-lap, the former artistic director of Gwangdong Modern Dance Festival, 2011 
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2011 Critic‟s Choice Best Choreography Award and ChangMu Arts Center‟s Choice 

the Best Work of the Year 
 

Invited to Bytom Contemporary Dance Conference & Performance Festival in Poland, 

UNAM in Mexico, SIDance in Korea and in 2011 and Manchester Urban Moves 

international Dance Festival in U.K., PAMS Choice in 2012. Attakkalari India Biennial 

(AIB) in India, Cena Contemporânea Festival Internacional de Teatro de Brasília, Festival 

Internacional de Artes ESCÉNICAS in Uruguay and 4 Canadian cities in 2013 

 
 

Balance and Imbalance (On stage and Outdoor) 
 

Touring Occupations; 

Choreographer, 6 dancers,  

3 Musicians and 3 staffs 

Duration; 25 min 

Required size of the Stage; 10m 

(width) X 11m (depth)  

Tech remarks; 3 wireless mics, 

3 sitting cushions  

Premiered at Bytom, 2011 

Genre: Contemporary Dance 

 
 
Body movements and sounds are the oldest and most basic tools for human beings to 
express themselves. Focused on these “body movements and sounds”, we present 
ourselves and communicate with others. In this work, we try to look into “the sound 
made by the body, the movements made from the sound”. Body, which perceives us 
and others, makes sounds, and through this process the relationship with others is 
circulated and expanded by repeating balance and imbalance. In the right center of this, 
there is excitement created by the body movements and sound.  
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Invited to UNAM in Mexico, Contemporary Dance Conference & Performance Festival in 

Poland, SIDance in Korea, Cena Contemporânea Festival Internacional de Teatro de Brasília, 

Festival Internacional de Artes ESCÉNICAS in Uruguay and 4 Canadian cities in 2013 

2 Indian cities, Israel and Germany in 2014 

 

 

Pattern & Variable (On Stage) 

Pattern & Variable was inspired by judo. Aggression, the human instinct, stays inside of us and 

continuously needs the exit. Sports has been developed for the chance of emitting the violent 

urges. This piece embodies symbolic meaning of sports by harmonious image of rhythm, 

movements and space. It was created for the Asia-Africa Dance Exchange program performed 

by African and Asian dancers and a musician at the Seoul International Dance Festival 2008. 

The mixed sensitivities of Asia and Africa create distinctive rhythm, movements and energy. The 

work has been performed several times in local theaters and received the 2009 Performing Arts 

& Film Review Award for Choreography. 

 

 

 

 

Touring Occupation; Choreographer, 6 dancers, 2 staffs and 1 manager (10 per.) 

Duration; 30 Min. 

Required size of the Stage; 13m (width) X 12m (depth)  

Tech remarks; International standardized Judo mats required  

Genre: Contemporary Dance 
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Contemporary Dance & Media art & Electronic sound collaborated between Korea & 

Japan. Invited to Festival Asia at Mercat de les Flors in Spain 

 
 

Life Force  

 

This work was performed at DIDance(Digital Dance) 

festival in 2005. <Life Force> choreographed by PARK 

Soon ho was retouched and interpreted as an interactive 

media performance with the cooperation of media artist 

Yuta KUMACHI and director Giga HIZUME. With the 

conception that “the living thing reacts,” artists show the  

reactions between the living things, sound and the alive, and the exchange of the energy between 

lives. Two dancers express the invisible flow of the inner energy. As the 1st international partnership 

from Looking for the International Partners and Portable Dance Showcase in October 2005 at 

PAMS(Performing Arts Market Seoul), PARK and HIZUME share the fresh sense of multimedia-

interactive performance as well as the emotion about the movement and space.  
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Invited to Trayectos Zaragoza, Dies de Dansa, Lekuz Leku Festival, Las Palmas 
University in Spain 
 

Tension and Relaxation (On stage and Outdoor) 

The Great Commander Jo Jaryong shoots an arrow_ Part 1 
 
 

 
 

Touring Occupations; 4 dancers, 2 Musicians and 3 staffs 

Duration; 30 min 

Required size of the Stage; 10m (width) X 11m (depth)  

Tech remarks; 2 wireless mics, 2 sitting cushions  

Premiered at Trayectos Zaragoza, 2010 

Genre: Contemporary Dance 

Pansori is a traditional Korean vocal genre singing long narrative stories, comprised of 

narration, singing and action accompanied by the barrel drum performance. One of the 

five stories of the Korean Pansori, „Jeokbyeokga‟ retells the Chinese historical legend of 

the „Battle of the Red cliff‟. „The great commander Jo Jaryong shoots an arrow‟ is the 

well-known and very dramatic song from „Jeokbyeokga‟, describing the chase scene 

between Jo Jaryong and the troops from the Kingdom of Wu.  

 

PARK Soon-ho Dance Project added the dynamic movements in the various rhythms of 

„The great commander Jo Jaryong shoots an arrow‟, making the structure of tension 

and relaxation with the dramatic images of this song.  
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-Curriculum Vitae- 
 

Career 

Present, Teaching at Dong-deok Women‟s Univ., Yeonseo Univ., Sangmyung Univ. 

Program Director for Korean Modern Dance Association 

Board Member for WDC 

Former Instructor for Hansung Univ.  

 

Education 

2003 EDDC European Dance Development Center graduate (Department of Choreography)  

2001 Han sung (post) graduate school of arts (Department of dance)  

 

Awards 

2012 Selected as an official program to ISPA 

2010 & 2012 PAMS Choice selected 

2011 Dance Researchers and Critics Association choice The Best Choreography of this year 

2011 ChangMu Arts Center choice The Best Choreography of this year 

2009 Performance & Review choice The Best Choreography of this year 

2006 Critics choice Young Artists Award 

2005 Spark Place MODAFE‟s Rookie Award 

2004 Young Artist of PACT Zollverein, Germany 

2000 Critics‟ choice choreographer 

 

Experience 

2013 

√ Invited to Attakkalari India Biennale 

√ Invited to the tour to 4 Canadian cities for celebrating 50 years of diplomatic relations between Canada 

and Korea 

√ Invited to Cena Contemporânea Festival Internacional de Teatro de Brasília 

√ Festival Internacional de Artes ESCÉNICAS in Uruguay  
√ Invited as a guest choreographer to community program, Seoul Dane Project 

 

2012 

√ Invited to the Urban Moves International Dance Festival in U.K.  

√ Teaching at the workshop for the Urban Moves International Dance Festival in U.K. 

√ Invited to Kangdong Arts Center Festival as a guest choreographer 

√ PAMS Choice selected 

 

2011 

√ Invited to the Korean contemporary festival hosted by UNAM in Mexico City 

√ Co-produce the „Hello Project‟, which is the Australia-Korea live public dance and screen project, with 

the Australian choreographer Rebecca Hilton 

√ Invited to the 14th Seoul International Dance Festival (SIDance) 

√ Invited as the choreographer for residency program by Trayectos Zaragoza in Spain 
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√ Choreographed and performed at Lekuz Leku Festival in Bilbao, Trayectos Zaragoza in Spain, 18th 

International Contemporary Dance Conference & Performance Festival in Bytom, Krakow in Poland 

√ Invited to Encuentro Latinoamericano de Danza Contemporanea 

 

2010  

√ PAMS Choice selected 

√ Invited as the choreographer for Residency program <COMP> at the 29th International Modern Dance 

Festival (Modafe)  

√ Choreographed and performed at Korean Dance Express which organized by SIDance for 

commemorating 60th diplomatic relations with Spain in 3 festivals (Lekuz Luku Festival in Bilbao, 

Trayectos Zaragoza, Dies de Dansa in Barcelona) and 1 city(Las Palmas) 

√ Selected as a representative artists for PAMS Choice 

 

2009 

√ Invited as the choreographer for Residency program <COMP> at the 28th International Modern Dance 

Festival (Modafe)  

√ Choreographed and performance for Festival of JI-GU Dance Theater Company 

 

2008  

√ Invited to the 10th Next Wave Dance Festival2008, <Pattern& Variability> 

√ Invited to a choreographer for Asia-Africa Dance Exchange at the 11th Seoul International Dance 

Festival (SIDance), <Pattern & Variability> 

 

2007  

√ Invited to Barcelona Festival opening performance with <Extra-ordinary Day> <Life Force> 

√ Invited to the 10th Seoul International Dance Festival (SIDance), <Extra-ordinary Day> 

 

2006 

√ Participated in the Dance Festival for the Critics‟ Choice of Young Artists (choreography) 

√ Participated in the 25th International Modern Dance Festival 
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2005   

√ Participated in DIDance Festival 2005 collaboration with Giga Hizume with his choreography <Life 

Force> 

√ Participated in the 1st Performing Arts Market Seoul (PAMS) with <Life Force> 

√ Performed at the "Maria complex" & joined as a dancer for making the promotional video of Jigu Dance 

Theatre  

√ Participated in the 24th International Modern Dance Festival (MODAFE) with his choreography <Life 

Force> 

√ Participated in the 7th university modern dance festival with his choreography <Labyrinth> 

√ Participated in Chun-Cheon dance festival with his choreography <Labyrinth> 

√ Participated in Korean - Japan Friendship in dance 2005 “Caused by Economy” which choreographed 

by Yamazaki KOTA as a dancer  

 

2004   

√ Participated in the 6th University Modern Dance Festival (Korea) 

√ Performed at Theater winterthur with his choreography <Point> (Invited by Theater winterthur)  

√ Participated in the 7th Seoul International Dance Festival (SIDance) with his choreography < Road with 

Cyprus and Star> 

√ Performed at PACT zollverein German with his choreography <Small Piece> and selected as a young 

Choreographer 

√ Participated in Holland dance festival with his choreography <Point> 

Theater Winterthur Performance in Switzerland (sponsor of Der zeitgenossische Tanz), 

<Hippocampus> 

√ PACT zollverein performance in German (sponsor of Theater Essen) selected for young Choreographer 

2004, <Small pieces> 

 

2003   

√ Performed at 10th Anniversary of Ji-gu dance with his choreography <3(40x40x161> 

√ Netherlands Arnhem performance (sponsor of ArtEZ lnstitute of the Arts), <Two points> 

√ Participated in Netherlands Arnhem with his choreography <Memory> 

√ Participated at Zappara Company T.A.T performance as choreography 

 

2001   

√ Performed at Tanzhaus as a dancer for <Crazy Kiss> in German 

 

2000  

√ Selected by a dance critics as a Young choreographer and performed at the Invitational performance  
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